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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This white paper was realised by the EXCITING project, which aims at delivering a roadmap
showing how research and innovation ecosystems, policy, standardisation, interoperability
testing and practical Large Scale Pilots should be addressed during the H2020 timeframe,
and making recommendations for optimising collaboration between Europe and China in
the IoT and 5G domains.
The first section introduces the Future Internet, its values and the required policies
which would be needed to support its use cases and highlights the need for shared
vision and policies, thus avoiding a potential fragmented Future Internet.
Then, European and Chinese contexts, along with main policies and initiatives are
presented: as GDPR, Net Neutrality, NGI for the Europe and Made In China and the
Internet Plus initiative for China. It explains the diﬀerences in approaching the Future
Internet: human centric for the Europe and built on top on advanced dual-use (e.g.
civic/military) technologies for China. This section gives also more details on the
Chinese environment — going through the political stability, the Chinese research which
made huge progress over the last 20 years (releasing more publications in Sciences and
Engineering than the US in 2016), and Chinese tech giants.
Finally, EXCITING recommendations to foster EU/China cooperation are given. They target
both the European Commission (through recommendations on Research, Development and
Innovation) and stakeholders (through recommendations on Incubation, Acceleration and
Entrepreneurship, and Market).
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FUTURE INTERNET
WHAT THE FUTURE INTERNET WILL BE?
What will the Future Internet be in the next decades? An evolution of the Internet as we
know it? Will it bring disruptive innovations? Will it deepen or smoothen today’s digital
divide? Such considerations are hard to predict. New and emerging technologies, such as
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT) are nonetheless providing us
with clues on future trends through innovative use cases. However, technologies are only
sides within the prism of the future. Technology, by itself, can’t be a game changer.
Technology needs to be supported by
ecosystems (researchers, developers,
When I was ten years old
entrepreneurs, early adopters, policy makers
I remember thinking how cool it would be
to name a few) for fostering the emergence of
new uses.

Looking back at how we were using the
Internet ten to fifteen years ago illustrates
how hard predicting Internet developments is
— well described by lyrics from « Welcome To
The Future » song.

When we were going on an eight-hour drive
If I could just watch TV
And I'd have given anything
To have my own Pac-Man game at home
I used to have to get a ride down to the arcade
Now I've got it on my phone
Brad Paisley, Welcome to the Future.

Technologies and ecosystems can’t evolve by themselves and need to be supported,
regulated, standardised, etc. by policies. Policies provide necessary contexts and are, in ICT
related activities, supporting innovations. Put in a global context, policies are highly
important. Policies are indeed reflecting values held by their authors.
Policies are shaping technologies, and this is especially true within the global context: for
example, policies ensure a technology will not be used against people and will respect
privacy and ethical principles, providing secured services.
A famous example concerns AI. When an AI will take a decision, leading to a situation
where a responsible would have to be designated, as this could occur with an autonomous
car taking the wrong decision, leading to an accident. In such a situation, policy will help
defining responsibilities between the car manufacturer, owner, the software company which
developed the autonomous driving system, etc.
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S C O P E A N D VA L U E S F O R F U T U R E I N T E R N E T
APPLIC ATIONS
The EU set the scope of its Future Internet services and applications within its flagship
initiative, the « Next Generation Internet1 » (NGI). Technology developments included in the
scope of NGI, such as AI, IoT and 5G are dedicated exclusively to civic use cases.
Chinese authorities share these fundamentals within their Future Internet roadmap « Made
in China 2025 ». However, its scope encompasses a strong focus on advanced dual-use
technologies2, which have as objective to address civil and military applications.
In Europe, the Future Internet is meant to be human-centric and thus be built upon
European values, such as openness, inclusivity, transparency, privacy, cooperation, and
protection of data.. In this context, privacy and data protection are topics of high
importance. Users want to feel safe when using the Internet and they want to be sure that
their personal data will not be shared and/or used against them. They need trust as well.
Indeed, identity and trust are the underlying components of the basis of many human
interactions and transactions; and in a future where physical and digital life will be
integrated, those values must be transposed homogeneously.
Harmonising scope and sharing intrinsic values supporting the Future Internet would
facilitate cooperation and allow companies to reach EU or Chinese markets. For example,
European companies willing to deploy their business in China, deploy their product and
reduce their time-to-market would strive in harmonised policy contexts. Equally, the lack of
shared vision and policies would create fragmentation — which would in turn reduce
the innovation potential.

1

https://www.ngi.eu/

China’s pursuit of advanced dual-use technologies — https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/
2018/12/emerging-technology-dominance (accessed December 2019)
2
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CONTEXT
This section presents policy contexts for both European Union and China in the areas of
Future Internet. While EU Member States define certain aspects of their own Future
Internet policies, such initiatives won’t be covered here as the European Union will be
considered as a unique entity.

EUROPE
BAC KGROUND
The European Union is often regarded as an overarching regulatory body, even by European
Member States themselves. In the context of Future Internet, its role is largely justified and
required for ensuring innovation happens without compromising values such as privacy. The
legal acts below are two regulatory tools as defined by the Article 288 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)3.
Data protection and privacy are in the European Union’s DNA. Although the General Data
Protection Regulation has entered into force in 2018, legislations on that field have existed
in EU Member States and at the European levels for decades. For example, the Data
Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC4 ) on « the protection of individuals with regard to
the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data », was adopted in the
early age of the « public » Internet (1995 - the World Wide Web turns 30 in 2019). This
directive is thus one of the founding texts of privacy-related directives on its territory.
The « Communication from the European Commission on Promoting Data Protection by
Privacy Enhancing Technologies » (COM (2007)2285) further developed this approach.
Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) are technical measures that protect privacy without
harming products’ features or user experience, such as data anonymisation, end-to-end
encryption, or cookie-cutter software. From 2007 and the adoption of this communication,
PETs were integrated by stakeholders and are now falling under the « privacy by design »
paradigm — which recommends developers to integrate privacy and security principles
during the design phase of their products.

3

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:12016E288

4

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=celex%3A31995L0046

5

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:52007DC0228
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MAIN POLICIES
NET NEUTRALITY

The Open Internet regulation is an EU
regulation (Regulation (EU) 2015/2120) which
grants, as indicated on the EC website, « endusers the directly applicable right to access and
distribute the lawful content and services of
their choice via their Internet access service ».
It enshrines the principle of net neutrality:
Internet traﬃc shall be treated without
discrimination, blocking, throttling or
prioritisation.

Net neutrality in Europe - Source: European Commission

At the same time, the EU net neutrality rules allow reasonable traﬃc management and, with
the necessary safeguards, specialised services; i.e. services which assure a specific quality level,
required for instance for connected cars or certain 5G applications.
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGUL ATION

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/6796) « on the
protection of natural persons regulates the processing of personal data and the free
movement of such data » is an essential step to strengthen individuals’ fundamental rights
in the digital age and clarifies rules for companies and public bodies in the digital single
market6. This regulation, adopted on 24th of May 2016 and entered into force on the 25th of
May 2018, dealt with fragmentation between EU Member States systems and unnecessary
administrative burdens.
Although this regulation aims at protecting citizens, it is seen by non-EU stakeholders as a
strong barrier to innovation. Gary Shapiro, organiser of the CES technology event in Las
Vegas said (in the context of a French event) that « ... France has a lot of entrepreneurs, but
it will miss most future technological waves, because the European Union with the GDPR is
extraordinarily focused on defending the privacy of individuals7 ».

6

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/data-protection-eu_en

https://www.frenchweb.fr/protection-des-donnees-le-rgpd-va-couter-cher-a-leurope-selonle-patron-du-ces-de-las-vegas/337408 (in French, accessed January 2019)
7
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DIGITAL SINGLE MARKET

The Digital Single Market « denotes the strategy of the European Commission to ensure
access to online activities for individuals and businesses under conditions of fair
competition, consumer and data protection, removing geo-blocking and copyright issues ».
In a global context, such strategy is required for uniting EU Member States and ensure a
common vision.

Digital Single Market main achievements — Source: European Commission
NEXT GENERATION INTERNET

The Internet is nowadays key to almost any socio-economic activity,
an irreversible trend according to the Commission which estimate
that in 10 years from now the Internet will be an « even more
indispensable motor for any socio-economic activity worldwide ». In
this respect, the EC, with the objective to shape this future
Internet, launched in 2016 the Next Generation Internet (NGI)
initiative as part of the Digital Single Market8.
The NGI initiative fosters the vision that « The Internet of the future should be more open,
provide better services, more intelligence, greater involvement and participation. It needs to
reflect the European social and ethical values: free, open and more interoperable ». While
this statement puts the NGI in a European perspective, it is of high importance to see the
NGI as a worldwide topic, through the creation of synergies with other countries/regions
being big players in the Internet ecosystems. This was the issue #1 raised during the NGI
The NGI initiative along with access to EC-funded projects on NGI are available on the
NGI website at https://ngi.eu/.
8
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workshop held in November 2016: « The NGI should be seen as an open and co-operative
worldwide platform, in contrast to a European-only Internet ».
OTHER INITIATIVES

The EU also seeks to support innovation in the IoT domains by funding initiatives fostering
adjustments on the balance towards open and easily accessible IoT platforms. A concrete
illustration is the IoT European Platform Initiative (IoT-EPI9) which aimed at building « a
vibrant and sustainable IoT ecosystem in Europe ». This platform was linked to the Alliance
for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI10) involving industrials, which, in turn, builds
upon the work of the IoT European Research Cluster (IERC11) – binding European and
national IoT research projects and initiatives.
Concerning 5G, the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) is a joint
initiative between the European Commission and European ICT industries, aiming at
collaborating upon 5G solutions, architectures, technologies and standards.
C HINESE INVESTMENTS IN STRATEGIC SECTORS
In the context of Europe/China cooperation, it is worth mentioning ongoing reflexions in
the EU, both at the European level but also in Member States, regarding how could the
Europe limit foreign investments in strategic sectors, as done by the Chinese government
(and defined in various strategy such as Made in China 2025). In 2017, in the top twenty
Chinese foreign investment destinations, five were EU member states. As noted by Ashley
Feng and Sagatom Saha, « in order to defend its strategic interests, the European Union
passed an investment screening mechanism in November 2018 targeted at the People’s
Republic of China (PRC). However, the voluntary nature of the mechanism, as well as
concerns that the investment screening process may not be strict enough, has caused
individual member states to rely on their own national laws and regulations. While there is
a definite need to be more vigilant as individual member states decide how to defend their
critical technologies and economic infrastructure from the transfer of intellectual property to

9

https://iot-epi.eu/

10

https://aioti.eu/

11

http://www.internet-of-things-research.eu/
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the PRC, individual EU states should band together against the PRC’s vast economic weight
and its tendency to press for bilateral, rather than multilateral, deals. »12

CHINA
BAC KGROUND
China, considered during the last decades as the « factory of the world », is changing rapidly.
Its economy, previously export-dependent is now more tied to domestic consumption.
That’s a drastic change: China's growth was driven by shifting workers from agriculture to
manufacturing. Now approaching the Lewis Turning point13 (when such shifts no longer
raise overall productivity) as analysed by Bloomberg14, the government made an concerted
eﬀort to foster science research and innovation to provide another vector for growth.
It is also important to understand certain drivers of Chinese policies. The Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) steers the government, and, of ICT and technologies developments,
builds its strategies upon recommendations made by national engineers and CEOs, who
design a clear and pragmatic vision — Jack Ma, Alibaba’s CEO and Ma Huateng, Tencent’s
CEO, for example, are both members of the CCP.
China now aims at having the worldwide technology leadership. In the ongoing third
industrial revolution, China targets an innovation-driven growth. For doing so, China
shapes itself as a technology leader, building upon a strong startup ecosystem fed with top
Chinese researchers (the ones working abroad are now coming back to their country).
The political context is also favourable (and although such a statement can be discussed):
the fact that the country is driven by the CCP, delivering long term strategic visions, gives a
certain regulatory stability.

Emerging EU Policies Take a Harder Look at Chinese Investments — https://
jamestown.org/program/emerging-eu-policies-take-a-harder-look-at-chinese-investments/
(accessed January 2019)
12

13

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_turning_point

14

China Is Overtaking the U.S. in Scientific Research — https://www.bloomberg.com/

opinion/articles/2018-09-12/chinese-researchers-are-outperforming-americans-in-science
(accessed 13/02/2019)
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CHINESE RESEARCH
Thanks to the strong government support (between 1991 and 2016, government funding for
research and development grew by a factor of 3015), Chinese research is striving. In 2017 for
the very first time, China has ranked second worldwide in terms of scientific publications in
the field of sciences and engineering. Europe and the US now ranks first and third
respectively.
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Number of Sciences and Engineering publications per year — Source: SJR/NSF

Beyond the numbers, the quality of publications is increasing, as shown by the number of
citations. In the « China’s Overwhelming Contribution to Scientific Publications »16 study,
the authors states that « China, one of the lowest income countries in the world at the turn
of the 21st century, became a super-power in scientific knowledge in less than two decades is
a remarkable development in the history of science. The way China deploys its newly
China’s tech giants want to go global. Just one thing might stand in their way — https://
www.technologyreview.com/s/612598/chinas-tech-giants-want-to-go-global-just-one-thingmight-stand-in-their-way (accessed January 2019)
15

16

https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/freeman/files/

china_overwhelming_contribution_to_scientific_publications_ms_science_voxchina_xiefreeman_sept2018.pdf
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direction of our increasingly
knowledge-based economy. »
TECH GIANTS
When comparing China to
Europe or the US, « tech giants »
are often used as examples:

Europe

China

USA

1 200

Scientific publications (thousands)

developed scientific resources
will drive the direction of science
and technology into the
foreseeable future and the

900

600

300

0

1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016

Google versus Baidu, Amazon
Number of scientific publications per year — Source: SJR
versus Alibaba… But these
comparisons make little sense without considering the fact that these tech giants do not
raise the same level of concern to Chinese government as they do to their occidental
countries’ respective counterparts. Indeed, European and US companies are leading to
strong concerns among their respective governments; to name a few:
• Privacy: such as handling of user data (data sold to third parties for example — now
regulated under the GDPR in the EU);
• Market access: the four largest US firms by market capitalisation – Apple, Google,
Microsoft, and Amazon – are all « tech giant companies »17 and thus constitute a potential
threat to competition; moreover, such companies are quite powerful in terms of revenue;
• Control of information: more and more users (citizens) are reading news through social
media platforms, which « amplify the most extreme material at the expense of more
credible sources18 ». A study lets by Pew Research19 in 2018 shows that 20% of American
citizens were getting news on social medias app/websites (16% from printed newspapers).

It's high time to regulate the tech giants, by Michael Boskin — https://
www.theguardian.com/business/2018/apr/25/tech-giants-must-manage-policies-withoutstifling-innovation (accessed March 2019)
17

18

ibid

19

Social media outpaces print newspapers in the U.S. as a news source — http://

www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/12/10/social-media-outpaces-print-newspapers-inthe-u-s-as-a-news-source (accessed March 2019)
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On the contrary, Chinese tech giants do not create such threats to their respective
government. Moreover, the Chinese government exerts more control in the tech industry. In
the recent years, members of the CCP became member of Chinese tech giant boards, in
order to ensure companies are compliant with national goals. There are also discussions for
a future law which would allow regulators to take 1% stake (plus a board seat) in this firms.
According to the New York Times20: « Political activists have reported being followed based
on WeChat conversations; chat records have turned up as evidence in court; […] Alibaba is
helping city authorities manage traﬃc; the police has used technology from WeChat’s parent
company, Tencent, to monitor crowds at public events; JD.com […] is helping China’s
military to upgrade its procurement and logistics systems ».
POLICIES
INTERNET OF THINGS

Since IoT was identified as a priority in 2010, the Chinese government conducted numerous
initiatives (main actions listed in the table21 below) fostering its development. In such
context, « China’s policies to promote IoT development have included the creation of IoT
industrial clusters and demonstration bases, extensive financial support for IoT R&D,
restrictions on foreign investment, selective enforcement of Chinese laws to hinder the
operation of foreign IoT firms in China, and the ever-looming prospect of technology
transfer », as noted in the China’s Internet of Things report22.

Tech Giants Feel the Squeeze as Xi Jinping Tightens His Gri — https://www.nytimes.com/
2018/05/02/technology/china-xi-jinping-technology-innovation.html (accessed March
20

2019)
Sources for the table:
• https://www.gsma.com/iot/news/industrial-iot-mwcs18/
• Research Report on the Application of Internet of Things in China 2018, EO Intelligence
• https://www.gsma.com/newsroom/wp-content/uploads/16531-China-IoT-Report-LR.pdf
• http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/4thwic/2017-12/04/content_35191169.htm
21

https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Research/
SOSi_China%27s%20Internet%20of%20Things.pdf
22
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August 2010

Prime minister Wen Jiabao deems the
IoT as critical to China’s information
and communication technology plans

IoT is considered as a national priority: first National IoT Centre established in
Shanghai. China sets IoT as a key industry to tackle financial problems. First
instance IoT is recognized at governmental level.

May 2011

White Paper on China Internet of
Things

First IoT white paper prepared by the Chinese government; it defined the IoT
Network architecture, its key elements and the importance of the IoT in various
industries.

August 2012

Wuxi IoT Demonstration Zone

« Wuxi National Sensor Network Innovation Demonstration Zone Development
Plan » outline.

2012

12th five-year Development Plan

Set the objective to scale the IoT market to $163 billion by 2020. Support of the
IoT through preferential tax policies for the software and integrated circuits
industries, including IoT devices’ manufacturers.

2012

IoT special fund created

Promoting IoT research and development, applications and services. Grants are
offered to support self-funded projects, and loan subsidies support enterprises with
bank-loan funding

2013

Creation of an inter-agency IoT council

IoT council’s objectives are to coordinate the government’s policies and actions on
IoT-related topics. The council members include the national Development and
reform Commission (nDrC), Ministry of industry and information technology (Miit),
Ministry of Science and technology (MoSt), the Ministry of education and the
national Standardization Administration.

O c t o b e r

Special Action Plan for the
Development of the Internet of Things

Master the core technology of Internet of Things, to form a safe and controllable
IoT industrial system competitive at international level; creating an action plan
including the whole value-chain: top-layer design, standards development;
technology development, application promotion, industry support, business
models, security, government support, laws and regulations guarantee, personnel
training.

April 2014

Implement action of the « Guiding
Opinions of the State Council on
Promoting the Orderly and Healthy
Development of the Internet of
Things »

The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology's 2014 IoT roadmap.
Implementation of a special action plan.

March 2015

Launching the 2015 Smart
Manufacturing Pilot Demonstration
Project

The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology's 2014 IoT roadmap.
Implementation of a special action plan.

J a n u a r y

13th Five-Year Plan for Internet of
Things (2016-2020)

The IoT 13th Five-Year Plan, published by the MIIT, provides clear guidelines and
goals for developments until 2020. These include developing and strengthening
capabilities of telecom, cloud computing, IoT and big data; reducing reliance on
foreign technology and imports; improving technology innovation; establish a
standard system.

June 2017

Notice on promoting the Development
of Mobile Internet of Things (NB-IoT)

Promoting the construction of wide coverage, large connectivity, low power mobile
Internet of Things (NB-IoT).

November

Notice on the the use of frequency
bands in the 5G mobile
communication system

The 3300-3600MHz and 4800MHz-5000MHz frequency bands are dedicated to
5G system.

2013

2017

2017

MADE IN CHINA 2025

In May 2015, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang released a 10-year plan, « Made in China
2025 » (MIC 2025), with the objective to help the country cope with a less bully slowing
growth and secure China's position as global powerhouse in high-tech industries.
The former « factory of the world », is facing an increase in labor costs, environmental
damages and a decrease of exports. MIC 2025 initiative aims at boosting the Chinese
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industrial sector by fostering innovation, the integration of information technologies, a
restructuration of the manufacturing sector and its internationalisation.
This plan’s implementation is primarily done through policies and regulatory changes and
introducing standards for key industries. MIC 2025 also supports financially sectors that
boost manufacturing innovation according to the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT), including the Internet of Things, smart appliances and high-end
consumer electronics23. The total funding available is around $1.34 billion.
The plan targets the ten key sectors shown in the diagram below:

The key 10 MIC 2025 sectors — Source: ISPD

MIC 2025 is in line with China’s 13th Five-Year Plan (FYP) by seeking « to advance
indigenous innovation and build global champions through linkages with other plans », as
stated in an ISDP study24; the 13th FYP highlighting the « critical importance to the
government’s leadership in advancing indigenous innovation, achieving technological selfsuﬃciency, reaching a secure and controllable standard, and expanding the state’s role in the
market ». Needless to say, the development of 5G-related technologies and IoT are
prioritised in the MIC 2025 strategy.

23

China to invest big in ‘Made in China 2025’ strategy — http://english.gov.cn/

state_council/ministries/2017/10/12/content_281475904600274.htm (accessed December
2018)
24

http://isdp.eu/content/uploads/2018/06/Made-in-China-Backgrounder.pdf
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Through MIC 2025, Chinese government wants to reduce its dependance on international
technologies and be sure that national innovations will led the new smart manufacturing
sector.
The MIC 2025 implementation is done through policies and regulatory changes and
introducing standards for key industries.
Although positive impacts are expected for the Chinese economy, there are major concerns
with regards to impact on international cooperation. For example, the security measures
concerning foreign investments will be strengthened, for sectors that are beneficial to the
national economy and for national security25 considerations. Foreign companies
(multinationals but also SMEs) doing business in China or planning to go to China could be
directly impacted.
INTERNET PLUS ACTION PL AN

The Internet Plus action plan was released in 2015 with the ambition to foster the
penetration of ICT in traditional industrial sectors. The underlying objective is to
restructure traditional industry and strengthen these against the international competition.
The Internet Plus action plan is fully aligned with the 13th Five-Year Plan, further
demonstrating the overall coherence of the various high-level strategies.
THE PERSONAL INFORMATION SECURIT Y SPECIFIC ATION

This specification document, which took eﬀect in May 2018, regulates security requirements
for personal information processing, including collection, storage, use, sharing, transfer, and
public disclosure.
Like the EU’s GDPR, it defines concepts such as the data controller and user consent. On
various aspects, its scope might be compared with its European counterpart; for example, it
requires to adopt certain technical measures to protect information systems and personal
information. However, as underlined by CSIS 26, this « standard leaves space for
interpretation by enforcement authorities whose interests and objectives may not align with
the intent of the drafters » and « drafters claim they sought to make it more permissive and

25

Made in China 2025, l'ambition chinoise — https://portail-ie.fr/analysis/1273/made-in-

china-2025-lambition-chinoise (accessed January 2019)
China’s Emerging Data Privacy System and GDPR — https://www.csis.org/analysis/
chinas-emerging-data-privacy-system-and-gdpr (accessed January 2019)
26
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« business friendly » than the GDPR. To a large extent, this reflects an eﬀort not to hamper
the development of fields like AI. »
INTERNET OF THINGS AND 5G IN CHINA
China is known to be the Internet of Things worldwide leader. This has been made possible
through to a strong governmental support during the last 10+ years. As per 2019, China has
now a vibrant ecosystem startups, supported by the government (through tax breaks,
incentives, …). Historically, this leadership comes from the objectives of China to become a
technology leader — and particularly in emerging technologies considered as vital for the
country future.
MIIT documents have also noted that China has already developed a relatively complete IoT
industry supply chain, with flagship enterprises in chips, components, devices, software,
systems integration, operators, and applied services.
Regarding 5G, there is also a strong governmental support (Made in China 2025 initiative,
Five Year Plan) plus specific 5G policies. It is not possible, at this early stage (e.g. 5G is not
yet deployed), to guess which country will be the « worldwide leader ». However, China can
already be considered as a leader in terms of readiness. The government’s MIC 2025
initiative and its latest Five-Year Plan aim for a commercial launch of 5G by 2020. In such
context, China’s three Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) have each committed to this
timeline. In 2018, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) initiated a
third phase of research and development tests on pre-commercial 5G products ahead of
schedule.

China – 5G launch timeline (source: Analysys Mason, 2018)
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND
COOPERATION OPPORTUNITIES
Recommendations for future EU/China cooperation have been developed by the EXCITING
project. They target both entrepreneurs and the EC and cover three categories: « Research,
Development and Innovation », « Incubation, Acceleration and Entrepreneurship » and
« Market ». These recommendations are detailed in the EXCITING report
« Recommendations for EU-China cooperation in IoT and 5G » and are proposing ways
forward to initiate new (and foster existing) cooperations between European and Chinese
stakeholders.
The main recommendations are presented in the table below.
R e s e a r c h , Foster common calls on verticals & application domains for building upon
D e v e l o p m e n t a n d comparative advantages
Innovation
Joint call on vertical, in which all stakeholders have their research activities founded
(by the EC for EU, by MoST or any research agency for China) brings good
collaboration opportunities and sets the ground for future business cooperation.
However, it is important to identify specific thematic which are among the identified
top-priorities on both sides.
Make internships in China more accessible to European students
Internships are a good way to approach a country, to understand it and to learn its
culture, with the objective to later live in it and/or do business. At this stage, becoming
a trainee in China is not simple for European students (it seems indeed easier for
Chinese students willing to come in Europe). Bilateral agreements could be established
to increase the number of EU students in China and to facilitate the procedure.
Make sure the European Union keeps a the manufacturing know-how
Cf. "China Strategy 2015–2020: Strategic Framework for Cooperation with China in
Research, Science and Education": Germany ensures to preserve European skills
(electronics already lost). If we do have a strategical interest in reaching China, we also
have an even bigger strategical interest in protecting our know-how. Europe shall
measure what to open or not, where is the limit, what are the strategical domains
where Europe shall not open collaboration.
I n c u b a t i o n , Take time to understand and "feel" the Chinese market
A c c e l e r a t i o n a n d Entrepreneurs should take the time to understand the Chinese market, know their
Entrepreneurship
targets, identify the barriers to entry within the market, etc.
They should decide entering the Chinese market only if there is a specific and well
identified market to address, e.g. IoT and 5G technologies that are not available there.
Frontal competition should be avoided and more, it is recommended to be the best
oﬀer and to have a very unique know-how to interest the Chinese market.; Founders
also needs to be there, not just a partner hired or an intern representing the company.
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Provide support to European businesses willing to enter the Chinese market
• By facilitating hiring the right persons in China and helping to acquire management
know-how in China (issues with staﬀ loyalty and turnover);
• By identifying financial support accessible to European businesses or better spread
what has already been done on the subject (European Chamber of Commerce made a
study on the subject but very few companies are aware of it, lack of dissemination);
• By identifying the accurate partners to work with, trustful partners that know well
the markets, the players and legal issues, specifically related to IoT and 5G;
• By organizing trainings on IPR diﬀerences (e.g., the word "learn" in Chinese relates to
"copy", so copying a patent is not such a problem, it is a way to learn);
• By facilitating relocation, helping European entrepreneurs to settle down, get visa,
etc.
Market

Facilitate European companies to enter Chinese markets
Chinese companies already come to European markets there is no need to facilitate
more their penetration. China already develops worldwide champions (e.g. Alibaba),
encourages them to invest national and international markets (the 1 Belt 1 Road
program boosts them to enter European markets) and is very protectionist towards
their companies, with strong barriers to entry for foreign companies. So, lobbying
would be useful to encourage the openness of Chinese markets to European
companies.
Foster sectorial synergies through projects
E.g.: Virtual Reality is so far limited to video games in China, Augmented Reality is
more developed, and the Chinese society is very much focused on e-commerce and
shopping directed towards real shops. Other example, air pollution, China is a major
investor in renewable energy, they are looking for solutions answering this big
challenge (not to measure but to concretely reduce and treat this issue).
Encourage Europeans investments into Chinese companies
European VC funds could be encouraged to invest into Chinese companies (as Chinese
VC funds invest a lot into EU companies to acquire key technologies).
Focus on collaboration with SMEs and startups more than big entities
Chinese SMEs are more open and keener to collaboration with foreign companies than
groups. But a major recommendation is to identify their specific needs (which is often
to build their image overseas, Chinese businesses lack knowledge on marketing and on
how to build and strengthen their image) and thus become useful to them, installing
trust. So, a recommendation is to know what one can oﬀer before asking for any
collaboration.
Encourage joint-ventures with Chinese businesses
European Commission could facilitate building secured joint-ventures with Chinese
companies to facilitate access to local support and achievement of patents.
Foster Europeans' understanding of Chinese communication and culture
In order to smooth communication between the 2 territories, Europeans shall be
encouraged to speak Chinese and better know the Chinese markets and culture (e.g.:
know that velocity is a key success factor in China, Chinese have understood they must
be the first to create the ecosystems of tomorrow).
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CONCLUSIONS
Future Internet developments are key priorities for the European Commission and the
Chinese government. 5G and IoT are notable use cases along with other technologies which
will probably shape the Future Internet (Artificial Intelligence, big data and block chain to
name a few).
These similar priorities are notably explained by the changes undergone by China during the
last 20 to 30 years. China enabled itself to become a technology innovator. Research has
intensely progressed and there is now a strong entrepreneurial dynamism. All those
progresses were and are supported by the Chinese government through various reforms and
initiatives.
The EU and China also share similar approaches for 5G and IoT and both developed strong
ecosystems (research programmes, dedicated IoT and 5G research initiatives, promotion
groups, technology roadmaps and deployment plans).
China is now leading the IoT market and is first in terms of 5G readiness notably through its
« Made in China 2025 » strategy which has for objectives to boost manufacturing innovation.
Europe is not far behind but should keep its ambitious timeline (pre-commercial
experiments in 2019 and commercial launch in 2020-2021) for remaining in the game.
EU/China cooperation on 5G and IoT research can be further improved and eﬀective
reciprocity in market access further defended by both parts for mutually benefit from
upcoming innovations.

All EXCITING reports are available online at:
https://www.euchina-iot5g.eu/
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